The image processing system for integrating multi-resolution images mainly applies several different multi-resolution image capture devices to extract the images from the observed scene and using the multi-resolution imaging devices to present the scene images relative to the observed scenes, respectively. In order to present a seamless image according to two different-resolution image sources, the coordinate conversions among the image capture devices, and among the imaging devices are mainly applied to extract and present the entire image to be able to resemble having a single image capturing source and a single imaging source.
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IMAGE PROCESSING SYSTEM FOR INTEGRATING MULTI-RESOLUTION IMAGES

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The present invention relates generally to an image processing system, and in particular to an image processing system for integrating multi-resolution images.

2. The Prior Art

A conventional video surveillance system usually cannot provide adequately effective surveillance tracking coverage, due to restrictions in video camera (VC) video capture area and in mounting locations, thus forming blind spots in certain regions and bringing about loopholes in security surveillance. In order to enlarge the surveillance coverage, one method is to add more VCs for covering the required surveillance area. But the related problems are increased setup costs and difficulties of having many VCs to be managed together. Even when using the faster Speed Dome VC during manual operation or fixed-point patrol, there is also a surveillance blind area problem due to the inevitable time lag.

In order to resolve the problems above, a wide-angle panoramic surveillance system, which is an intelligent, omnidirectional video surveillance system with 360-degree panoramic video capture capability and high resolution image capture capability, is applied. In this system, if it is desired to further observe a particular designated objects or human, one only needs to select the 360-degree panoramic video option to be able to quickly acquire the high definition video for a particular region. Generally, the system provides many distorted browsing modes for reverting the panoramic video back to the typically normal video. With respect to the detailed content of the above wide-angle panoramic surveillance system, one can refer to the following web link: http://www.eerise.com.tw/prd_panoview.htm.

However, in the aforementioned system, in order to transmit the high-resolution and high quality videos, the requirement for transmission bandwidth is thus relatively high. As a result, the usage cost is also thus increased. If a low-resolution video acquiring is used instead and a high-resolution display device for displaying is used in certain necessary instances, the system only can effectively reduce the requirement on the transmission bandwidth, but it is difficult to use low-resolution video for presenting high-quality video by means of high-resolution video display methods.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

A primary objective of the present invention is to provide an image processing system for integrating multi-resolution images, which depends on the distributed processing methods such as extracting and imaging. That is the separate application of high-resolution image extracting and browsing on particularly focused human or object images, and the application of low-resolution image extracting and browsing/imaging on the background images for reducing the bandwidth requirements without sacrificing on the high-quality browsing/imaging needs.

According to the objective above, this system applies multi-resolution image capture devices to extract images from the observed scene, and makes use of the multi-resolution imaging device to present the scene image relative to the observed scene, respectively, for avoiding the difficulty of browsing sufficiently high-quality images using the low-resolution images by imaging/browsing under the high-resolution method. In order to present the image seamlessly according to two different-resolution image sources, the coordinate conversions among the image capture devices and among the imaging devices, respectively, are mainly applied to extract and browse the entire image to be able to resemble the condition of having a single image capture source and a single imaging source.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The present invention will be apparent to those skilled in the art by reading the following detailed description of a preferred embodiment thereof, with reference to the attached drawings, in which:

FIG. 1 is a schematic view showing an image processing system for integrating multi-resolution images according to the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a schematic view showing the multi-resolution image stitching system according to the present invention;

FIG. 3 is a schematic view showing the generating of an imaging device conversion matrix in accordance with the present invention; and

FIG. 4 is a schematic view showing a user-specified reserved region in accordance with the present invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

An image processing system for integrating multi-resolution images in accordance with this present invention mainly uses a multi-resolution image capture device (unit of angular resolution is in pixel/degree) to extract images from an observed scene, and applies a plurality of multi-resolution imaging devices having varying degree of resolutions to present scene image relative to the observed scene, which depends on the distributed processing methods such as extraction and browsing/imaging. That is the application of high-resolution image extracting and browsing on the particularly focused human or object images, and the application of low-resolution image extracting and browsing on the background images for reducing the bandwidth requirements without sacrificing on the high-quality browsing/imaging needs.

With reference to the FIG. 1, FIG. 1 is a schematic view showing an image processing system for integrating multi-resolution images according to the present invention. As illustrated in FIG. 1, in the present invention, the system mainly includes two image capture devices of different resolutions, which are a wide-angle image capture device 12 and a Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) image capture device 16, two imaging devices of different resolutions, which are a fixed imaging device 10 and a steerable imaging device 14, and a processing device 20. The lens of the Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) image capture device 16 can be moved right and left as well as up and down, and also has zoom capability. The steerable imaging device 14 can be realized by using a projector device having a reflector which can be adjusted according to the projected target and region.

In general, the first resolution of the wide-angle image capture device 12 is lower than the second resolution of the Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) image capture device 16. Meanwhile, the third resolution of the fixed imaging device 10 is also lower than the fourth resolution of the steerable imaging device 14.

Briefly, in this system, in order to present the image seamlessly from two different-resolution image sources, the coordinate conversions among the image capture devices and
among the imaging devices, respectively, are mainly applied to extract and browse the entire image to be able to resemble the condition of having a single image capture source and a single imaging source. First, the operation mode of this whole system is briefly described, and then the methods for integrating the two-resolution images, the method for specifying the high-resolution imaging, and the method for generating the imaging device conversion matrix (H_{video, fixed}) are discussed.

Referring to FIG. 1, the wide-angle image capture device 12 is to capture the observed scene according to the first resolution and produces a wide-angle image (I_{wided}). Based on an automatic selection mode or a user selection mode (shown in FIG. 4), the Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) image capture device 16 captures the observed scene according to the second resolution, the system or the user designated direction, and the focal distance to produce a Pan-Tilt-Zoom image (I_{PTZ}).

After receiving the aforementioned wide-angle image (I_{wided}) and the PTZ image (I_{PTZ}), the system can first perform distortion correction processing on the wide-angle image (I_{wided}), and then transmits the images to be transmitted to the imaging module 22 for presentation. Before the imaging module 22 stitches the PTZ image (I_{PTZ}) and the wide-angle image (I_{wided}), the conversion module 24 converts the PTZ image (I_{PTZ}) to the conversion image (I_{PTZ-wide}) in the coordinate system of the wide-angle image capture device 12 based on the image capture device conversion matrix (homography; H_{video,PTZ}) in the conversion module 24, which therefore produces the effect of a single image capturing source.

According to the generation of the image capture device conversion matrix (H_{video,PTZ}), the Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) image capture device 16 captures the observed scene under all possible directions and focus distances. The captured scenes are compared with the ones captured by the wide-angle image capture device 12, and are analyzed among each other to generate the image capture device conversion matrix (H_{video,PTZ}).

Referring to FIG. 2, FIG. 2 is a schematic view showing the multi-resolution image stitching system according to the present invention. As shown in FIG. 2, when stitching two different resolution images (the low resolution wide-angle image (I_{wided}) and the high resolution conversion image (I_{PTZ-wide}), the imaging module 22, through the fixed imaging device 10, is to present the processed wide-angle image (I_{wided}) 30 on the imaging plane 18 according to the third resolution, and applies the coordinate system of the steerable imaging device 14 to present the processed Pan-Tilt-Zoom image (I_{PTZ-wide}) 31 on the imaging plane 18 according to the fourth resolution at the same time for presenting the scene images relative to the observed scenes.

According to the processed wide-angle image (I_{wided}) 30 and the Pan-Tilt-Zoom image (I_{PTZ-wide}) 31 above, the processed wide-angle image (I_{wided}) 30 includes the low-resolution image extracted by the wide-angle image capture device 12 with low-resolution and the reserved region 30a without image information at least. But for the processed Pan-Tilt-Zoom image (I_{PTZ-wide}) 31, only the region 31a corresponding to the reserved region 30a possesses image information. In other words, the processed Pan-Tilt-Zoom image (I_{PTZ-wide}) 31 only includes the image which is originally found in the reserved region 30a. But, this image is a high-resolution image provided by the PTZ image capture device 16 with high-resolution.

When stitching images of different resolutions, the imaging device conversion matrix (H_{video, fixed}) (the coordinate conversion matrix between the fixed imaging device 10 and the steerable imaging device 14), the image capture device conversion matrix (homography; H_{video,PTZ}) (which is the coordinate conversion matrix between the wide-angle image capture device 12 and the PTZ image capture device 16) and the coordinate conversions (H_{video,PTZ}, H_{video, fixed}) between the fixed imaging device 10, the steerable imaging device 14, and the imaging plane 18 are all obtained under the same method after capturing and analyzing the images. However, the coordinate conversion between the two imaging devices 10, 14 and the imaging plane 18 belongs to the commonly-known correction methods of imaging devices, which is not illustrated in details.

Referring to FIG. 3, FIG. 3 is a schematic view showing the imaging device conversion matrix H_{video, fixed} generated in accordance with the present invention. As shown in FIG. 3, the processing device 20 further includes an imaging corrected pattern module 34, a corrected pattern acquisition module 36, a conversion matrix module 38 and an imaging device conversion module 40.

The system mainly applies the same image capturing device to correct two different-resolution imaging devices respectively, and then the imaging module 22 integrates to generate the imaging device conversion matrix (H_{video, fixed}) between the two imaging devices.

In other words, the corrected patterns (such as trellis-like pattern) can be respectively formed in the fixed imaging device 10 and the steerable imaging device 14, which are controlled by the imaging corrected pattern module 34. Later, the corrected pattern acquisition module 36 allows the PTZ image capture device 16, respectively, to capture the patterns presented in the fixed imaging device 10 and the steerable imaging device 14 to obtain the corrected images.

After obtaining the two corrected images, the conversion matrix module 38 is to calculate a first extraction imaging conversion matrix (H_{PTZ, fixed}) according to the corrected image from the steerable imaging device 14, and a second extraction imaging conversion matrix (H_{video,PTZ}) according to the corrected image from the fixed imaging device 10. The imaging device conversion module 40 obtains the imaging device conversion matrix (H_{video, fixed}) according to the first extraction imaging conversion matrix (H_{PTZ, fixed}) and the second extraction imaging conversion matrix (H_{video,PTZ}), so that the imaging module 22 (shown in FIG. 1) can apply the imaging device conversion matrix (H_{video, fixed}) etc. to stitch the images and project the images on the imaging plane 18.

As mentioned above, the relative position of the reserved region 30a can be designated both by the system and the user.

Referring to FIG. 4, FIG. 4 is a schematic view showing the user-specified reserved region. As shown in FIG. 4, the system further includes a laser pen 32, an image capture device 42, and a reserved module 44.

When the user uses the laser pen 32 to produce a specified point 18a on the imaging plane having the wide-angle image (I_{wided}), the image capture device 42 can extract the PTZ images at least including the specified point 18a from the imaging plane 18, then the reserved module 44 can calculate the relative position of the reserved region 30a within the wide-angle image (I_{wided}) 30 based on the position of the specified point 18a.

Although the present invention has been described with reference to the preferred embodiment thereof, it is apparent to those skilled in the art that a variety of modifications and changes may be made without departing from the scope of the present invention which is intended to be defined by the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. An image processing system for integrating multi-resolution images using a plurality of multi-resolution image
capture devices to extract images from an observed scene, and using a plurality of multi-resolution imaging devices to present a scene image relative to the observed scene, comprising:

- an imaging plane;
- a wide-angle image capture device, for capturing the observed scene according to a first resolution and producing a wide-angle image;
- a Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) image capture device, for capturing the observed scene according to a second resolution, a designated direction, and a focal distance and producing a Pan-Tilt-Zoom image, wherein the second resolution is higher than the first resolution;
- a fixed imaging device, for presenting a processed wide-angle image on the imaging plane according to a third resolution, wherein the processed wide-angle image has at least one reserved region without image information;
- a steerable imaging device, for presenting a processed Pan-Tilt-Zoom image on the imaging plane according to a fourth resolution, wherein the processed Pan-Tilt-Zoom image is only presented in a region corresponding to the reserved region of the processed wide-angle image, wherein the fourth resolution is higher than the third resolution;
- a conversion module, for converting the Pan-Tilt-Zoom image to a conversion image which is in a coordinate system of the wide-angle image capture device based on an image capture device conversion matrix (homography; $H_{\text{wide}}^{\text{PTZ}}$); and
- an imaging module, for applying the fixed imaging device to present the processed wide-angle image on the imaging plane according to the third resolution, and applying the coordinate system of the steerable imaging device to present the processed Pan-Tilt-Zoom image on the imaging plane according to the fourth resolution based on an imaging device conversion matrix ($H_{\text{steer}}^{\text{PTZ}}$), wherein the scene images relative to the observed scenes are presented;

wherein said image processing system further comprises:

- an imaging corrected pattern module for the fixed imaging device and the steerable imaging device to respectively present a corrected pattern;
- a corrected pattern acquisition module for the Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) image capture device to capture the corrected patterns presented in the fixed imaging device and the steerable imaging device and to respectively obtain a corrected image;
- a conversion matrix module for calculating a first extraction imaging conversion matrix ($H_{\text{PTZ}}^{\text{fixed}}$) according to the corrected image from the steerable imaging device, and calculating a second extraction imaging conversion matrix ($H_{\text{steer}}^{\text{PTZ}}$) according to the corrected image from the fixed imaging device; and
- an imaging device conversion module, for obtaining the imaging device conversion matrix ($H_{\text{steer}}^{\text{PTZ}}$) according to the first extraction imaging conversion matrix ($H_{\text{PTZ}}^{\text{fixed}}$) and the second extraction imaging conversion matrix ($H_{\text{steer}}^{\text{PTZ}}$).

2. The image processing system for integrating multi-resolution images as claimed in claim 1, wherein the image capture device conversion matrix (homography; $H_{\text{wide}}^{\text{PTZ}}$) is a coordinate conversion matrix between the wide-angle image capture device and the Pan-Tilt-Zoom (PTZ) image capture device.

3. The image processing system for integrating multi-resolution images as claimed in claim 1, wherein the imaging device conversion matrix ($H_{\text{steer}}^{\text{fixed}}$) is a coordinate conversion matrix between the fixed imaging device and the steerable imaging device.

4. The image processing system for integrating multi-resolution images as claimed in claim 1, further comprising:

- a laser pen, used by a user to generate a specified point on the imaging plane including the wide-angle image; and
- an image capture device, for at least extracting one Pan-Tilt-Zoom image including the specified point from the imaging plane.
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